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Whether you are giving a facility tour to clients Whether you are giving a facility tour to clients 
or transporting guests around the hotel or transporting guests around the hotel 
grounds, our Citycart vehicles will always grounds, our Citycart vehicles will always 
impress even the most discerning passengers impress even the most discerning passengers 
Make their first impression the best one Make their first impression the best one 
with a smooth, quiet ride and luxuriously with a smooth, quiet ride and luxuriously 
comfortable interior design making it a great comfortable interior design making it a great 
choice for everything from airports to zoos.choice for everything from airports to zoos.

Both comfortable and safe, you can now go Both comfortable and safe, you can now go 
anywhere with our versatile Citycart line.anywhere with our versatile Citycart line.

May it play nice, but when it›s time to take May it play nice, but when it›s time to take 
on a tough job, it›s ready to work hard. It’s on a tough job, it›s ready to work hard. It’s 
perfect for Golf players, Student and Guest perfect for Golf players, Student and Guest 
Transportation, Valet and Customer Service, Transportation, Valet and Customer Service, 
Site and Campus Tours.Site and Campus Tours.

IMPRESS YOUR 
GUESTS WITH EASE
Make the ride as memorable
as the destination.



The CITYCART passenger vehicles have The CITYCART passenger vehicles have 
comfortable seating and sporty design that comfortable seating and sporty design that 
promote connectivity and conversation promote connectivity and conversation 
among passengers. May it play nice, but among passengers. May it play nice, but 
when it›s time to take on a tough job, it›s when it›s time to take on a tough job, it›s 
ready to work hard .ready to work hard .

CITYCART
PASSENGER VEHICLES

If you need a small, stylish 
vehicle to help a your visitors 
sightseeing, show a prospective 
student your campus, or zip 
around your business, consider 
CITYCART.

Compact and maneuverable 
design making it perfect for 
moving guests or family groups, 
giving tours or use as a rental 
vehicle.

Perfect for high volume 
transport. It glides right through 
narrow areas not accessible to 
conventional vehicles, so you 
can whisk guests around resorts, 
malls and other sites in comfort

Ideal for companies that need to 
transport Managers in operation, 
field visits, Carrier services, 
etc. Not to mention that it is the 
perfect product for app drivers.

CITY 2+2 CITY 4+2

CITY 6+2
CITY CLOSED



If you need a small, stylish vehicle 
to help a your visitors sightseeing, 
show a prospective student 
your campus, or zip around your 
business, consider CITYCART.

Compact and maneuverable 
design making it perfect for 
moving guests or family groups, 
giving tours or use as a rental 
vehicle.

is perfect for high volume 
transport. It glides right through 
narrow areas not accessible to 
conventional vehicles, so you 
can whisk guests around resorts, 
malls and other sites in comfort

The perfect solution for your 
business event, party or any 
occasion where you would like 
to use an ecological transport 
and more roomy solution

CITYCART SHUTTLE BUSESCITYCART SHUTTLE BUSES
We›ve outfitted start from We›ve outfitted start from 88 up to  up to 

1818 seats capacity with a wealth of  seats capacity with a wealth of 
features to inspire the most enjoyable features to inspire the most enjoyable 

experiences for your riders With this experiences for your riders With this 
buses, everyone will know you’re buses, everyone will know you’re 

delivering the best in the business.delivering the best in the business.

CITYCART
SHUTTLE BUSES

CITY 8-SEATERS

CITY 14-SEATERS

CITY 11-SEATERS

CITY 18-SEATERS
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You rely on your work vehicle to perform day in and You rely on your work vehicle to perform day in and 
day out, on task after task, with little maintenance, day out, on task after task, with little maintenance, 
even less attention, and zero headaches. Because even less attention, and zero headaches. Because 
we understand that, Citycart is designed, developed, we understand that, Citycart is designed, developed, 
and engineered to enable your best work with ease, and engineered to enable your best work with ease, 
positioning you and your organization along with positioning you and your organization along with 
everyone it serves for success. Built to exacting everyone it serves for success. Built to exacting 
standards with automotive grade strength, industry standards with automotive grade strength, industry 
leading longevity, and a customizable design, it’s leading longevity, and a customizable design, it’s 
the first and best choice for hardworking doers the first and best choice for hardworking doers 
everywhere.everywhere.

YOU’VE GOT A LOT 
RIDING ON YOUR FLEET 
Give your guests gorgeous views 
and safe traveling. 



Your crews need Service vehicles with Your crews need Service vehicles with 
lots of secure applications, cargo lots of secure applications, cargo 
space, the right tools and equipment space, the right tools and equipment 
to stay on the move. Citycart gives to stay on the move. Citycart gives 
you that and more in our Facilities-you that and more in our Facilities-
Engineering vehicles.Engineering vehicles.

CITYCART
SERVICE VEHICLES

Our quiet, emission-free citycart 
housekeeping electric vehicles 
offer plenty of space for linens, 
cleaning supplies, towels and 
more.

HOUSEKEEPING
Food service provides fastpaced 
challenges, and Citycart Food 
Service Vehicle caters to the 
task at hand. Powder-coated 
van box to serve your guests the 
perfect meal

FOOD SERVICE

Security is more important than 
ever, and the Citycart security 
vehicle is designed to flex with 
charging needs of your campus.

SECURITY
Citycart Ambulance vehicles have 
a small profile, tight handling, 
and extra space, allowing you to 
securely transport patients from 
anywhere to the property.

AMBULANCE



Citycart Cargo vehicles are built to your Citycart Cargo vehicles are built to your 
needs. No team ever has just one job needs. No team ever has just one job 

to do it’s a series of tasks with different to do it’s a series of tasks with different 
needs for each. we can customize your needs for each. we can customize your 
new Citycart with application-specific new Citycart with application-specific 

features to improve productivityfeatures to improve productivity

CITYCART 
CARGO VEHICLES 

Give your team the cargo 
space they need to get any job 
done with the Cargo vehicle 
(1.2x1.7x0.25 m) offering durable 
support for hauling and 
transporting larger, bulky loads.

High sides are made of 
aluminum with spring loaded 
latch for the hinged tailgate 
to make it easy to load and 
unload.

Lockable weather-tight 
enclosed cargo carrier is 
perfect for transporting food 
and cargo, supplies or tools. 
This medium volume utility will 
support you day after day

Add the short bed package to 
any CITYCART Passenger vehicle 
to easily transport people and 
haul equipment. Features 34” x 
48” cm heavyduty bed cargo has 
capacity up to 200 KG.

CARGO LONG BED

CLOSED CARGO

CARGO VEHICLE 
LARGE SIDES

SHORT BED PACKAGE



BOOST YOUR BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE BY OUR 
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

ALUMINUM FRAME
To give you a comfortable and safe ride, our chassis 
uses the best industry standard of aluminum alloy, 
which is significantly lighter than steel frame and a lot 
stronger in both tensile and yield strength. This frame 
is also corrosion resistant, lightweight and strong.

5KW AC MOTOR 
Powerful KDS 5KW AC Motor 
achieves the industry’s best 
responsiveness to speed controller, 
and ensures CITYCART provides a 
smooth ride on hilly or flat terrain

BATTERIES OPTIONS
Citycart offers variety in options of 
batteries to fit your needs, includes 
Maintenance Free Gel batteries, 
Deep cycle battery or Lithium Battery 
that exceeds all expectations with 
increased hill-climbing capabilities 
and high-power acceleration. 

SUSPENSION SYSTEM
FRONT Fully independent spring and 
self-adjusting rack & pinion Steering 
REAR premium independent hydraulic 
shock absorption to improve vehicle 
control and stability



COMPONENTS
& ACCESSORIES
CITYCART vehicles incorporate innovative CITYCART vehicles incorporate innovative 
core components and benefits that add core components and benefits that add 
more value including Aluminum frame; more value including Aluminum frame; 
self-compensating rack-and-pinion self-compensating rack-and-pinion 
steering; independent front suspension steering; independent front suspension 
system and unparalleled reliability. system and unparalleled reliability. 

Make the smart choice with the electric Make the smart choice with the electric 
CITYCART- engineered for a premium ride CITYCART- engineered for a premium ride 
and long-lasting durability, CITYCART has and long-lasting durability, CITYCART has 
more built-in comfort and safety features, more built-in comfort and safety features, 
standard safety windshield glass, safety standard safety windshield glass, safety 
belts, turn signals, LED headlamps, brake belts, turn signals, LED headlamps, brake 
lights, horn, adjustable mirrors.lights, horn, adjustable mirrors.

LED FRONT LIGHTS

LUXURY STYLE

SEAT BELTS

LED REAR LIGHTS

DIGITAL DASH

FOLDABLE BACKSEAT

COMFY LEATHER SEATS

SMART AUDIO KIT 

RIM 14 INCH



Tomoum for Engineering, Retail and manufacturing Term 
Headquarter: New Cairo, 201 Narges buildings, Egypt.

Service Center: New Cairo, Industrial zone, Egypt.
C.Care:+20 106 666 1670
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